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Abstract

Invariant cross sections of intermediate mass fragments in peripheral collisions of197Au on 197Au at incident energies
between 40 and 150 MeV per nucleon have been measured with the 4π multi-detector INDRA. The maximum of the fragme
production is located near mid-rapidity at the lower energies and moves gradually towards the projectile and target
as the energy is increased. Schematic calculations within an extended Goldhaber model suggest that the observed c
distributions and their evolution with energy are predominantly the result of the clustering requirement for the em
fragments and of their Coulomb repulsion from the projectile and target residues. The quantitative comparison with tr
energy spectra and fragment charge distributions emphasizes the role of hard scattered nucleons in the fragmentatio
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The production of nuclear fragments is a dec
mode that persists up to the highest bombarding e
gies in heavy-ion collisions. Its characteristics, ho
ever, are considerably different in the Fermi ene
regime and in the relativistic regime. At bombardi
energies near the Fermi energy, the fragment dis
utions are concentrated at mid-rapidity, neck break
mechanisms have been suggested by various tran
simulations, and strong Coulomb effects are gen
ated by the presence of slowly moving heavy resid
[1–14].

At relativistic energies, the fragment producti
in peripheral collisions is concentrated at projec
and target rapidities [15–17] with invariance prop
ties that suggest a high degree of equilibration
the decaying spectator systems [18–20]. Becaus
their prevailing statistical character these fragmen
tions are often seen distinguished from the dynam
processes at intermediate energies.

The present study is directed to the transition reg
between these seemingly so different regimes with
aim to identify the basic ingredients that govern
evolution of the fragment production mechanisms.
the main result, we find that the same criteria are
work throughout the covered energy range and tha
these, the clustering (coalescence) criterion is esse
for producing the observed features.

The experiments were performed at the GSI Da
stadt with beams of197Au, delivered by the heavy-io
synchrotron SIS and directed onto197Au targets of
2-mg/cm2 areal thickness placed inside the INDR
multidetector [21]. The incident energies varied b
tween 40 to 150 MeV per nucleon, a range of energ
that corresponds to relative velocities between o
and twice the Fermi value. Further details of the
perimental and calibration procedures may be fo
in Refs. [22,23].

E-mail address:j.lukasik@gsi.de (J. Łukasik).
1 Deceased.
t

l

As described previously, the total transverse
ergyE12⊥ of light charged particles (Z � 2) has been
used as an impact parameter selector [22]. The m
suredE12⊥ spectra scale linearly with the incident e
ergy, and the scaled spectra coincide. The relation
tweenE12⊥ and the reduced impact parameterb/bmax
has been obtained by applying the geometrical p
scription of Ref. [24]. It is linear in very good ap
proximation, whereb/bmax decreases with increa
ing E12⊥ . Eight finite impact parameter bins were ge
erated, with the most central bin 8 covering imp
parameters up to 5% ofbmax. The remaining par
of the E12⊥ spectrum has been divided into 7 bi
of equal width, corresponding to 7 bins of appro
imately equal width inb, of which bin 1 contains
the most peripheral events. An event was registere
at least three detectors had recorded a hit. The c
section covered with this trigger condition at, e.
40 MeV per nucleon amounted to 5.1 ± 0.8 b, as de-
rived from the measured beam intensity, correspo
ing to bmax = 12.8± 1.0 fm in a sharp-cutoff approx
imation.

Invariant cross section distributions for lithium
carbon, and fluorine fragments emitted in periphe
197Au + 197Au collisions are shown in Fig. 1. The
illustrate the characteristic evolution of the emiss
pattern as the incident energy is raised from 40 u
150 MeV per nucleon.

The Coulomb repulsion from the projectile a
target residues that survive the collision at periph
impact parameters is evident in all distributions. T
distribution of intermediate-mass fragments, howe
is not isotropic with respect to these residues. They
emitted with a preference toward mid-rapidity whi
produces a pronounced forward-backward asymm
relative to the rapidities of the projectile and targ
residues. The resulting cross section maximum
mid-rapidity at the lower energies gives way to
saddle-type structure at mid-rapidity at the high
energies. Here the fragment production is increasin

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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lative
cation. The
Fig. 1. Invariant cross section distributions as a function of transverse velocityγβ⊥ and rapidityy for fragments withZ = 3,6,9 from the most
peripheral collisions (bin 1) of197Au + 197Au atE/A = 40,60,80,100 and 150 MeV, as indicated. The cross sections are normalized re
to each other, separately for each fragment species. Near the target rapidity they are affected by the thresholds for fragment identifi
contour scale is logarithmic; the arrows indicate the target, center-of-mass and projectile rapidities (from left to right).
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concentrated at the projectile and target rapiditie
trend that is more pronounced at even higher incid
energies and generally characteristic for the relativi
regime [18]. At a given energy, the probability f
forming fragments at mid-rapidity decreases rapi
with increasingZ.

The kinetic properties of the mid-rapidity frag
ments in peripheral collisions, in spite of this appar
evolution, have been found rather constant throu
out the covered range of projectile energies [22]. T
transverse velocities are invariant with respect to b
the incident energy and the fragmentZ. This property
and the large value〈Et〉 ≈ 30 MeV of the correspond
ing mean transverse energies were suggested to b
 e

result of the combined action of the intrinsic Fer
motion, the acquired transverse energies of scatt
nucleons and of the Coulomb repulsion from the he
residues.

To obtain more quantitative predictions, a Mon
Carlo procedure based on these considerations
been developed. The original idea of Goldhaber [
of taking the fragment momentum as the sum of
momenta of the constituent nucleons picked rando
from a single Fermi sphere has been extended
including also the Pauli-allowed distribution of ha
scattered nucleons. The corresponding calculat
proceed in three main steps:
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(i) The momenta of theA nucleons of a fragmen
with mass numberA are randomly picked from 2
Fermi spheres (pF = 265 MeV/c), separated by a rela
tive momentum per nucleon calculated at the dista
of closest approach of the two nuclei colliding at
given impact parameter, and also from the mom
tum distribution generated in hard two-body collisio
of nucleons from the projectile and target. Isotro
scattering has been assumed for these collisions,
they were requested to obey the Pauli principle. T
Pauli-allowed momentum space changes with incre
ing incident energy and widens both toward lower a
higher transverse momenta. The number of hard s
tered nucleons to be incorporated in a fragment
taken as a parameter. The results presented here
obtained assuming a binomial distribution of the nu
ber of hard scattered nucleons in a fragment with m
values that were found to be rather small (see belo
For the entrance channel, two-body trajectory calcu
tions with Coulomb and proximity forces [26] we
performed. A fixed impact parameter of 10 fm w
used; it corresponds approximately to the lower lim
of bin 1, but its choice is not crucial;

(ii) A clustering criterion has been implement
by randomly accepting or rejecting the trial clu
ters according to the probability distribution of th
mean squared relative momentum,

∑
i �=j ( 	pi − 	pj )

2/

(A(A − 1)), with that ofA nucleons drawn randoml
from a single Fermi sphere of the radius ofpF =
265 MeV/c. Examples of these reference distributio
are shown in the upper part of Fig. 2 for fragme
containing 2, 7, 14, and 28 nucleons. They are cha
terized by a mean value〈p2

rel〉 and a varianceσ 2(p2
rel)

given by:

〈
p2

rel

〉 = 6

5
p2

F, σ 2(p2
rel

) = 4

25
p4

F
12A + 30

7A(A − 1)
.

The mean value of the distributions is const
while the variances decrease with increasing fragm
massA. The asymmetry apparent for lighter fragme
disappears for heavier ones and, forA � 7, the dis-
tributions were approximated by Gaussians. The c
tering criterion strongly suppresses the formation
fragments with large relative momenta of constitu
nucleons.
The fragments selected by random picking of the m
menta from a single Fermi sphere are not entirely c
(see, e.g., [27]), and neither are the fragments defi
e

Fig. 2. Top panel: distributions of relative probability of the me
squared relative momentum of nucleon pairs picked rando
from a single Fermi sphere for fragments withA = 2 (solid line)
and Gaussian approximations of the distributions forA = 7,14
and 28 (dashed, dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively
distributions are normalized to a maximum value of 1). Bott
panel: initial spatial conditions for Coulomb trajectory calculatio
in the reaction plane,x vs z. The lines represent the trajectori
of the projectile and the target at incident energiesE/A = 40 to
150 MeV and for a fixed impact parameter of 10 fm. The dots pla
on the trajectories mark the positions of the centers of the nu
at the distance of closest approach (gray) and in the exit-cha
sticking configuration (black). The arrows indicate the directions
the ion motion.

with the above criterion. Temperatures deduced by
ting a Fermi distribution to the distribution of nucleo
momenta in the center of mass of a fragment drops
proximately like 1/

√
A, from about 5 MeV forA = 10

to near 0 for very large clusters. The sequential de
of excited clusters is expected to modify the fragm
yields and kinetic energies, but not to an extent t
would substantially modify the present conclusions
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The specific clustering criterion is adapted from
original Goldhaber formulation of the fragmentati
problem by generalizing it from a single Fermi sphe
to the three distributions considered here. It diff
from standard coalescence criteria based on a fi
momentum radius and reduces the number of
parameters of the model as it depends only onpF.
Since neither the clustering in coordinate space
the frequency of primary nucleon–nucleon scatteri
are explicitly considered, only the effect on relati
production probabilities can be studied;

(iii) Accepted fragments have been placed, in
ordinate space, in between the two residues in
aligned sticking configuration which served as
starting point for 3-body Coulomb trajectory calc
lations (Fig. 2, bottom panel). The initial momentu
of the produced fragment is determined by steps
and (ii), while the starting momenta of the two hea
fragments were taken from the trajectory calculatio
for the entrance channel. The residue trajectories
main virtually undisturbed in the exit channel. Th
simplified reaction picture assumes that the fragm
is formed in the contact zone of the colliding nucl
where hard scattering takes place, and released as
as the remaining residues separate by more than th
ameter of the fragment which is assumed to be sp
ical. The effect of additional charged particles is
nored since their multiplicity in peripheral collision
is small.

The results obtained with this procedure for
and 150 MeV per nucleon, the lowest and high
bombarding energy included in this study, are sho
in Fig. 3 for the case of fragments with mass num
A = 7. Three different conditions were chosen
the calculations which all have the assumption
common that the number of hard scattered nucle
in a fragment is given by a binomial distributio
with the mean value of 1. The resulting cross sect
distributions are rather similar at the lowest energy
become distinctively different as the energy is raise

If all the non-scattered nucleons forming a fra
ment are exclusively taken from only one of the c
lision partners, the mid-rapidity region cannot be p
ulated at the higher bombarding energies (top row
Fig. 3 for 150 A MeV). At the lower energies (top ro
for 40 A MeV) these evaporation-like events are c
piously found at mid-rapidity because the Coulom
n
-

Fig. 3. Invariant cross sections of7Li fragments as a function
of transverse velocityγβ⊥ and rapidityy, as obtained from the
model calculations for peripheral197Au + 197Au collisions at
E/A = 40 MeV (top part) and 150 MeV (bottom). The left an
the right columns show the initial and asymptotic distributions,
before and after the Coulomb trajectory calculations, respectiv
The results without nucleon mixing, without the clustering criteri
and of the full calculation are shown in the top, middle, a
bottom rows for both energies, respectively. The contour sca
logarithmic; the arrows have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

maxima, forming the characteristic rings in the tw
dimensional representation, intersect. If the clus
ing criterion is dropped (middle rows for both ene
gies), the fragment distributions at high incident e
ergies populate nearly homogeneously the full ra
from projectile to target rapidities, again in contra
to the observation (cf. Fig. 1). Both ingredients, t
mixing of target and projectile nucleons (see also [
and the clustering criterion, are indispensable if m
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spond
tal spectra
sponding
Fig. 4. Experimental (symbols) and calculated (lines) transverse-energy spectra of7Li (left panel), 13C (middle), and19F fragments (right)
emitted at mid-rapidity in peripheral197Au + 197Au collisions at five incident energies, as indicated. Solid, dashed and dotted lines corre
to the calculations with on average one, zero or two scattered nucleons in a fragment, respectively. In each panel, the experimen
are displaced vertically by consecutive factors of 30, and the calculated spectra are individually normalized relative to the corre
measurement.
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realistic distributions are to be generated that res
ble those observed (bottom rows for both energi
The Coulomb field and its interplay with the initi
momenta has a strong effect of rearranging and
cusing the asymptotic fragments (cf. Ref. [11]). Th
distribution extends to the projectile and target rap
ties even though all fragments are initially placed
the aligned sticking configuration in between the t
residues (see (iii) above). These specific initial con
tions naturally produce the forward-backward asy
metry with respect to the heavy-residue rapidities.

For a more quantitative comparison, measured
calculated transverse-energy spectra for mid-rapi
fragments withZ = 3,6,9 are shown in Fig. 4. Bin
centered at mid-rapidity with widths of 25% of th
projectile rapidityyp were chosen for the selectio
The exponential spectra shapes correspond to no
statistical emissions. Only the high value of the me
transverse energy (≈ 30 MeV) has been found difficu
to be explained within thermal models, as discusse
Ref. [22]. The shapes of these spectra, including t
invariance with bombarding energy andZ, are rather
well reproduced if on average one scattered nucl
from the Pauli-allowed distribution of hard scatter
nucleons is included in the fragment (solid lines).
l

scattered nucleons are excluded (dashed lines)
their mean number is increased to 2 (dotted lin
the resulting spectra deviate significantly from t
experiment, in particular for the lighter fragments.

The small number of scattered nucleons in a fr
ment is consistent with the relatively small number
primary nucleon–nucleon collisions expected for
very peripheral collisions selected with bin 1 but a
reflects a small probability for a hard-scattered
cleon to become part of a fragment. The total m
tiplicity of intermediate-mass fragments in bin 1
e.g., 40 MeV per nucleon is 0.5, while the average g
metrical fireball [28] in this bin contains about 20 pa
ticipant nucleons. The increasingly harder transve
energy spectra in more central collisions [22] requ
more scattered nucleons to be included, in partic
at the higher incident energies. For 100 and 150 M
per nucleon, the lithium spectra of bins 2 and 3, e
are well described if their mean number in a fragm
is increased to 1.5 and 2, respectively.

The general trends of the experimental cross s
tion distributions as a function of the fragmentZ are
also rather well reproduced. This is demonstrated
Fig. 5 for the range of mid-rapidity fragments wi
3 � Z � 10. TheZ distributions are approximately ex
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Fig. 5. Experimental (symbols) and calculated (lines) mean m
plicity of mid-rapidity fragments in peripheral197Au + 197Au col-
lisions (bin 1) as a function ofZ. The calculated spectra are norm
ized atZ = 6, separately for each of the five bombarding energ
E/A = 40,60,80,100,150 MeV (from top to bottom).

ponential functions with slopes that increase monot
ically with the incident energy. The calculations ha
been performed for massesA = 2Z + 1 and for, on
average, one scattered nucleon in a fragment. ThZ

dependence of the differential multiplicities is nea
perfectly reproduced for 100 MeV per nucleon b
the variation of the slopes with incident energy
slightly overpredicted. With the chosen normalizat
atZ = 6, this has the effect that the yields of the he
ier fragments are underestimated at the highest
overestimated at the lower bombarding energies.
yields of lithium fragments are also too low by abo
a factor of two at all energies except 150 MeV per n
cleon, where the measured yields are lower. Ove
however, the agreement is very satisfactory.

From the good qualitative (Figs. 1 and 3) and qu
titative agreement (Figs. 4 and 5) we may thus c
clude that the presented extended Goldhaber sce
contains the essential ingredients of the fragme
tion mechanism in peripheral collisions. Of these,
clustering criterion is responsible for the evolution
the cross section distributions from mid-rapidity
the spectator rapidities with increasing projectile
ergy. It is furthermore important to permit the mixin
of projectile and target nucleons and to include ha
scattered nucleons from Pauli-allowed collisions i
the produced fragments. This latter observation e
suggests the hypothesis that the hard-scattered n
ons may be required for initiating the fragment p
-

duction at mid-rapidity in peripheral collisions. Th
correct prediction of the role of scattered nucleo
may, therefore, be considered as an important
for any dynamical model to describe the mid-rapid
emission. It is, finally, remarkable how far the fra
ment distributions extend into the projectile and tar
rapidity regions, as a consequence of the combined
tion of the initial momenta and of the Coulomb forc
giving rise to the characteristic ring structures. A
parently, fragments observed there do not neces
ily have to be considered as emitted from the exc
residues but may to a large part originate from the c
tact zone, or neck region, formed during the reactio
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